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Editorial on the Research Topic

Exchanges at the Root-Soil Interface: Resource Trading in the Rhizosphere That Drives

Ecosystem Functioning

The interactions between roots, their surrounding soil—the rhizosphere—and soil biota form an
intricate web influencing ecosystem functioning. These rhizosphere interactions are not a one-way
road but are mostly bi- or multi-directional. For example, roots take up water and nutrients
from the soil and deposit carbon (C) used by rhizosphere inhabiting microorganisms for energy
and growth. These microorganisms liberate nutrients locked up in soil organic matter, which in
turn become available to plants and facilitate plant productivity (Finzi et al., 2015). Hence, tight
interactions between plants and soil biota occurring at the rhizosphere scale shape large-scale C and
nutrient cycling and can induce feedbacks at the ecosystem level. The chemical complexity of these
interactions goes beyond the mere exchange of carbon and nutrients and can involve a large suite
of secondary metabolites, including volatile organic compounds (VOCs). These are produced not
only by plants to attract or repel microorganisms and soil fauna, but also by microbes themselves
to elicit effects on root growth. Classical examples are associations between roots and mycorrhizal
fungi that are initiated by strigolactone exudation of roots (Biate et al., 2015), and nitrogen-fixing
bacteria that are attracted by flavonoids produced by their legume hosts (Schulz-Bohm et al., 2018).

Through resolving these crucial processes occurring in the vicinity of roots, research in
rhizosphere ecology can advance predictions on the responses of plant productivity, species
composition, and soil functioning of forests and other terrestrial ecosystems in a future climate.
In this collection we highlight studies investigating rhizosphere resource trading in field and
laboratory settings, representing a range of terrestrial ecosystems including temperate, dryland,
and tropical climates, in both natural and agro-ecosystems. The complexity of the soil-rhizosphere
system is brought into focus through the application of a variety of methods, ranging from
root trenching and stable isotope analyses, to fingerprint methods to characterize microbial
communities, such as phospholipid fatty acid analysis and DNA amplicon sequencing, to
quantitative PCR of functional genes followed up by greenhouse gas (GHG) fluxes.

Associations of roots with mycorrhizal fungi play an essential role in forest soils. Mycorrhizal
fungi enlarge the surface area of fine roots and enhance or regulate plant nutrient uptake, allowing
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plants to thrive in nutrient poor soils, emphasizing their role
in providing a vital ecosystem service (Smith and Read, 2008).
Nevertheless, both tree andmycorrhizal community composition
can influence nutrient partitioning in forests. Tatsumi et al.
demonstrated that nitrogen (N) uptake of understorey plants
growing below different trees in dryland forests in China was
linked to their respective mycorrhizal associations. By measuring
the natural abundance stable isotopic composition of N (δ15N)
they found that the identity of overstory trees determined their
root mycorrhizal community, and subsequently controlled the
N uptake patterns of understory trees. Mycorrhizal fungi not
only transfer nutrients among plants, but also positively or
negatively interact with saprotrophic fungi in the breakdown of
organic matter (Frey, 2019). In a litter decomposition and root
manipulation experiment conducted in a temperate deciduous
forest Marañón-Jiménez et al. observed that substrate quality and
availability are key factors determining the prevalence of either
fungal guild. Ectomycorrhizal fungi were dominant in substrates
with low levels of organic matter, whereas saprotrophs were more
common at higher levels.

Arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi, in contrast, are considered
to play a crucial role for plant phosphorus (P) acquisition
(Smith and Smith, 2011). In a tropical lowland forest, Yaffar
et al. investigated functional traits, including colonization by
mycorrhizal fungi, of fine-roots of trees growing in P-poor
soils before and after two consecutive hurricanes. They
found that trade-offs between morphological and physiological
(phosphatase activity and fungal colonization) root traits related
to P acquisition were largely driven by interspecific differences
of pioneer vs. non-pioneer species, and that trait distribution
was highly stable to hurricane disturbances. These findings
highlight the potential of traits related to mycorrhization and
nutrient acquisition, as recently advocated by (Bergmann et al.,
2020), to shed light on the community assembly of these diverse
forest ecosystems.

Carbon released by plant roots not only affects organisms
directly interacting with plant roots, but effects propagate to
higher trophic levels through the soil food web. Bluhm et al.
indeed found that root inputs are shaping the community
composition and abundance of different types of soil fauna
in Central European forests. The investigated soil macrofauna
groups showed high resilience to deprivation of root resources. In
contrast, mesofauna (both decomposers and predators) and root
feeding microfauna appeared more sensitive than other groups,
highlighting their important role for channeling root derived
energy through forest soil food webs.

Links and interactions between plant and soil microorganisms
are bi-directional. In agricultural systems, fertilizer additions

can induce strong changes in the composition, functioning
and activity of microbial communities (Geisseler and Scow,
2014), which in turn can feed back on crop yield, as well as
greenhouse gas emissions. In such a system, Yoshiura et al.
tested the application of plant-growth-promoting-rhizobacteria
(PGPR) and different fertilizers on maize yield, rhizosphere
microbes and soil greenhouse gas emissions. They found that
the best option to balance plant biomass production and reduce
GHG mitigation in their system was a combination of maize
residue retention, which changed rhizosphere communities, and
PGPR inoculation to stimulate plant growth via phytohormones.
Our knowledge about the array of root inputs to the rhizosphere,
in the form of exudates and VOCs produced by rhizosphere
microbial communities, continues to expand. Kong et al.
investigated VOCs produced by a rhizobacterium which were
shown to induce tolerance to iron deficiency stress in Arabidopsis
thaliana through changes to a range of root morphological and
physiological traits.

This Research Topic highlights the increasing number of
studies focusing on exchanges happening at the root-soil
interface and their pivotal role in determining numerous
ecosystem functions. These exchanges include a multitude
of players from plants to soil fauna, and cover a variety
of implications from nutrient acquisition to GHGs release.
Continuous improvements in experimental manipulations and
laboratory analyses are fostering a new understanding of
belowground communications and trading, which can translate
microscale processes into macroscale ecosystem implications.
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